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NARRATIVE 
Provide a brief summary for each of the following prompts: 

1.Describe challenges and accomplishments you experienced in finding and

integrating OER materials.  Jamie was great in showing me how to use the 

materials and explore on line techniques – and how to set up the course to 

better introduce the students to a fully on line course.  I especially like the way 

she set up an “introduce yourself” section to get the students started. 

Especially for an on line course, it was great to get to “meet” the students.  

The challenge was in finding a text book.  Daniel Feinberg was really helpful 

in showing me how to find an on line text book.  We looked at a lot of them – 



but it proved impossible to find one that fit the course.  That in itself was 

instructive too.  

1.Discuss how the integration of OERs will make impacts on your teaching 

and your students.  It’s more work than being in person – and you have to 

show the material to the students in a variety of ways.  I hadn’t considered 

how different students learn – some like videos, some like power points, some 

like to read.  And a lot of them were surprised that I got after them when they 

missed or blew assignments.  I’ve learned that you need to stay on top of 

those that fall behind.  

1.Share any valuable lessons learned from the process.  There are a lot of 

resources out there to help me.  And the course was a huge help in knowing 

what techniques exist and what resources are three.  I learned the need to 

vary my types of presentations more, and to follow up with the students.  I 

would like to continue to learn more – especially now that even my hybrid is 

virtual!  Thank you Jamie and Daniel!!


